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(54) METHOD OF SLICING AND PRINTING MULTI-COLOUR 3D OBJECT

(57) A method of slicing and printing multi-color 3D
object is provided. The method includes following steps
of: loading a coordinate information and a color informa-
tion of a multi-color 3D object; executing a slicing process
to generate a plurality of object printing slices (30-38,
70-78) and a plurality of object images; generating a plu-
rality of pollution-blocking printing slices (40-42, 80-82)
and making each pollution-blocking printing slice (40-42,
80-82) partially overlap an edge of the same-layer object
printing slice (30-38, 70-78); controlling a modeling noz-
zle (100) of a multi-color 3D printer (1) to print the object
printing slices (30-38, 70-78) layer by layer, printing each
pollution-blocking printing slice (40-42, 80-82) partially
overlapping the same-layer object printing slice (30-38,
70-78) after the same-layer object printing slice (30-38,
70-78) is printed, and controlling a coloring nozzle (102)
of the multi-color 3D printer (1) to color each of printed
object printing slice (30-38, 70-78) after the same-layer
pollution-blocking printing slice (40-42, 80-82) is printed.
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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

[0001] The technical field relates to 3D printing, espe-
cially to a method of slicing and printing a multi-color 3D
object.

Description of Prior Art

[0002] For printing a multi-color 3D entity model, a mul-
ti-color 3D printer using fused deposition modeling (FDM)
has been provided in related art. The aforementioned
multi-color 3D printer also includes a modeling nozzle for
3D printing and a coloring nozzle for coloring.
[0003] Please also refer to Fig. 1A to Fig. 1D, Fig. 1A
shows a first diagram of a printing of a multi-color 3D
printer of related art, Fig. 1B shows a second diagram of
a printing of a multi-color 3D printer of related art, Fig.
1C shows a third diagram of a printing of a multi-color
3D printer of related art, Fig. 1D shows a fourth diagram
of a printing of a multi-color 3D printer of related art, for
describing the multi-color 3D printer of related art per-
forming multi-color 3D printing.
[0004] The multi-color 3D printer starts printing, then
controls a modeling nozzle 10 to print a layer of printing
slices 140 (as shown in Fig. 1A), and controls a coloring
nozzle 12 to jet print colored ink (for example, black) on
the printing slices 140 for coloring (as shown in Fig. 1B).
Then, the multi-color 3D printer controls the modeling
nozzle 10 to print another layer of printing slices 142
stacked on the colored printing slices 140 (as shown in
Fig. 1 C), and controls the coloring nozzle 12 to jet print
colored ink with different color (for example, blue) on the
printing slices 142 for coloring (as shown in Fig. 1D). By
repeating the aforementioned printing and coloring, the
multi-color 3D printer can generate a multi-color 3D entity
model.
[0005] In the aforementioned print method, because
the coloring nozzle 12 cannot accurately control a range
of jet printing, if the above printing slices 142 does not
completely cover the below printing slices 140 (as shown
in Fig. 1C, Fig. 1D), the multi-color 3D printer coloring
the above printing slices 142 often sprays ink to a location
outside an intended area (for example, spraying ink to
surface of the below printing slices 140), resulting in the
printed multi-color 3D entity model having color-mixing
defect, and low printing quality.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0006] It is an object of the present invention to provide
an enhanced a method of slicing and printing a multi-
color 3D model suited to overcome the above drawbacks,
particularly for avoiding spraying ink to a location outside
an intended area.

[0007] This problem is solved by a method of slicing
and printing a multi-color 3D model as claimed by claim
1. Further advantageous embodiments are the subject-
matter of the dependent claims.
[0008] The method of slicing and printing a multi-color
3D model according to the present invention automati-
cally adds pollution-blocking printing slices for blocking
ink spraying to a location outside an intended area during
coloring process.
[0009] One of the exemplary embodiments, a method
of slicing and printing multi-color 3D object is provided,
the method includes: a) loading a 3D data of a multi-color
3D object and reading a coordinate information and a
color information of the multi-color 3D object; b) execut-
ing a route slicing process according to the coordinate
information to generate a plurality of object route data of
a plurality of object printing slices, wherein each of the
object route data respectively records a layer number; c)
executing a image slicing process according to the color
information to generate a plurality of object images of the
plurality of object printing slices, wherein each of the ob-
ject images respectively records the layer number; d)
generating a plurality of pollution-blocking route data of
a plurality of pollution-blocking printing slices according
to the plurality of object route data, and setting each of
the pollution-blocking route data to make each of the pol-
lution-blocking printing slices overlap a edge of the object
printing slice in a same layer, wherein each of the pollu-
tion-blocking route data respectively records the layer
number; and e) controlling a modeling nozzle of a multi-
color 3D printer to print the plurality of object printing slic-
es layer by layer according to the object route data, to
print the pollution-blocking printing slices partially over-
lapping on the edge of the object printing slices printed
according to the pollution-blocking route data in the same
layer, when the object printing slices being printed com-
pletely, and controlling a coloring nozzle of the multi-color
3D printer to color the object printing slices printed ac-
cording to the object image in the same layer, when the
pollution-blocking printing slices being printed complete-
ly.
[0010] The present disclosure can prevent the ink from
spraying to the printed printing slices below to generate
color-mixing, thus the printing quality is improved effec-
tively.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWING

[0011] One or more embodiments of the present dis-
closure are illustrated by way of example and not limita-
tion in the figures of the accompanying drawings, in which
like references indicate similar elements. These draw-
ings are not necessarily drawn to scale.

Fig. 1A shows a first diagram of a printing of a multi-
color 3D printer of related art.
Fig. 1B shows a second diagram of a printing of a
multi-color 3D printer of related art.
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Fig. 1C shows a third diagram of a printing of a multi-
color 3D printer of related art.
Fig. 1D shows a fourth diagram of a printing of a
multi-color 3D printer of related art.
Fig. 2 shows a structural diagram of the multi-color
3D printer according to a first exemplary embodiment
of the present disclosure.
Fig. 3 shows a flowchart of the method of slicing and
printing according to the first exemplary embodiment
of the present disclosure.
Fig. 4 shows a partial flowchart of the method of slic-
ing and printing according to a second exemplary
embodiment of the present disclosure.
Fig. 5 shows a partial flowchart of the method of slic-
ing and printing according to a third exemplary em-
bodiment of the present disclosure.
Fig. 6 shows a partial flowchart of the method of slic-
ing and printing according to a fourth exemplary em-
bodiment of the present disclosure.
Fig. 7A shows a diagram of a sectional view of an
outer pollution-blocking printing slice.
Fig. 7B shows a diagram of a top view of the outer
pollution-blocking printing slices.
Fig. 8 shows a diagram of a printing route.
Fig. 9A shows a diagram of a sectional view of inner
pollution-blocking printing slices.
Fig. 9B shows a diagram of a top view of inner pol-
lution-blocking printing slices.
Fig. 10A shows a diagram of a top view of extending
pollution-blocking printing slices according to an ex-
emplary embodiment.
Fig. 10B shows a diagram of a top view of extending
pollution-blocking printing slices according to anoth-
er exemplary embodiment.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0012] Please refer to Fig. 2 first, Fig. 2 shows a struc-
tural diagram of the multi-color 3D printer according to a
first exemplary embodiment of the present disclosure.
The exemplary embodiment discloses a 3D printing sys-
tem; the 3D printing system includes a multi-color 3D
printer 1 and slicing software 20. The electronic device
2 (for example, a desktop computer, a laptop, a cloud
server, or a smartphone) executes the slicing software
20, then the slicing software 20 can load the 3D data of
the multi-color 3D object, and can perform slicing to the
multi-color 3D object by modifying the 3D data to gener-
ate the 3D print data (that is, the following object route
data, pollution-blocking route data or object image, 3D
print data can be represented by G-code). The multi-color
3D printer 1 can perform printing to generate the multi-
color 3D entity model corresponding to the multi-color
3D object according to the 3D print data.
[0013] The multi-color 3D printer 1 mainly includes a
modeling nozzle 100, a coloring nozzle 102, a memory
module 104, a connection module 106, a man-machine
interface 108 and a control module 110.

[0014] The modeling nozzle 100 is connected to sup-
plies provider (not shown), and uses the supplies to per-
form 3D printing.
[0015] In an exemplary embodiment, the multi-color
3D printer 1 is a fused deposition modeling (FDM) 3D
printer, the supplies provider can provide thermoplastic
supplies (such as acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene copol-
ymer (ABS) or polylactic acid (PLA)) to the modeling noz-
zle 100, the modeling nozzle 100 can heat the supplies
to half-molten state to perform 3D printing.
[0016] In an exemplary embodiment, the multi-color
3D printer 1 is a stereo-lithography (SL) 3D printer, the
supplies provider can provide liquid UV curable resin to
the modeling nozzle 100, the modeling nozzle 100 can
jet print UV curable resin and apply light (such as ultra-
violet light or laser light) to the jet printed UV curable resin
for curing the jet printed UV curable resin to be 3D printed.
[0017] The coloring nozzle 102 is connected to ink car-
tridge (not shown) storing ink. In an exemplary embodi-
ment, the coloring nozzle 102 may include a plurality of
sub-nozzles, each sub-nozzle is respectively connected
to a plurality of ink cartridges with different colors (such
as cyan, magenta, yellow and black), and full-colored
printing can be implemented by color-mixing.
[0018] The memory module 104 stores data (as the
aforementioned 3D print data). The connection module
106 (such as USB module, PCI bus module, Wi-Fi mod-
ule or Bluetooth module) is connected to the electronic
device 2, and receives the 3D print data from the elec-
tronic device 2. The man-machine interface 108 (such
as button, display, indicating light, buzzer or any combi-
nation of above) receives the user operation and outputs
the print related information.
[0019] The control module 110 can control the mode-
ling nozzle 100 and the coloring nozzle 102 to print ac-
cording to the 3D print data.
[0020] Then please refer to Fig. 3, Fig. 3 shows a flow-
chart of the method of slicing and printing according to
the first exemplary embodiment of the present disclosure.
The method of slicing and printing multi-color 3D object
(hereafter slicing and printing method) of each exemplary
embodiment of the present disclosure is mainly imple-
mented by the multi-color 3D printing system shown in
Fig. 2.
[0021] As the exemplary embodiment shown in Fig. 3,
the electronic device 2 or the multi-color 3D printer 1 ex-
ecutes the slicing software 20 (described later by the
electronic device 2 executing the slicing software 20 for
example), then controls the electronic device 2 or the
multi-color 3D printer 1 to execute steps S10-S12.
[0022] Step S10: the electronic device 2 loads the 3D
data of the multi-color 3D object (such as the multi-color
3D object 22 shown in Fig. 7A). Specifically, the 3D data
is, for example but not limited to, OBJ file or PLY file or
other types of 3D file compiled by the user. Besides, the
3D data records the multi-color 3D object to be printed
by the user. The electronic device 2 loads the 3D data,
then reads the coordinate information and color informa-
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tion of the multi-color 3D object.
[0023] In an exemplary embodiment, the coordinate
information includes the coordinate of each point of the
multi-color 3D object on X axis, Y axis and Z axis of the
multi-color 3D printer 1, and the color information in-
cludes the color level of each point of the multi-color 3D
object, in particular color space (such as RGB color
space).
[0024] Step S12: the electronic device 2 executes slic-
ing process to the loaded 3D data, and transmits the 3D
print data generated by the slicing process to the multi-
color 3D printer 1 for 3D printing.
[0025] In an exemplary embodiment, step S12 in-
cludes the following steps.
[0026] Step S200: the electronic device 2 performs a
route slicing process to a body of the multi-color 3D object
to generate a plurality of object route data of a plurality
of object printing slices.
[0027] In an exemplary embodiment, the electronic de-
vice 2 reads the plurality of coordinates in the coordinate
information, the aforementioned plurality of coordinates
describes a shape structure of the multi-color 3D object.
Then, the electronic device 2 executes the route slicing
process, according to predetermined slicing layer thick-
ness or number of slicing layers, to generate the plurality
of object route data of the plurality of object printing slices,
wherein the multi-color 3D object is formed by stacking
the plurality of object printing slices.
[0028] In an exemplary embodiment, each object route
data includes the plurality of coordinates. Besides, a
number of the plurality of object route data equals to the
number of slicing layers. For example, if the multi-color
3D object can be sliced into one hundred layers of object
printing slices, then one hundred of object route data will
be generated after the route slicing process. One hun-
dred of object route data respectively corresponds to one
hundred of object printing slices, and respectively de-
scribes printing route of the corresponding object printing
slices.
[0029] Step S202: the electronic device 2 performs im-
age slicing process to the image of the multi-color 3D
object to generate the plurality of object images of the
plurality of object printing slices.
[0030] Step S204: the electronic device 2 generates
the pollution-blocking route data of the pollution-blocking
printing slices. Specifically, the electronic device 2 gen-
erates the plurality of pollution-blocking route data of the
plurality of pollution-blocking printing slices according to
the plurality of object route data. Besides, electronic de-
vice 2 can set each pollution-blocking route data to make
edge of each pollution-blocking printing slice overlap with
edge of same-layer object printing slice. The aforemen-
tioned pollution-blocking printing slices can be, for exam-
ple but not limited to, outer pollution-blocking printing slic-
es surrounding outer edge of object printing slices (as
outer pollution-blocking printing slices 40, 42 shown in
Fig. 7A, 7B) or inner pollution-blocking printing slices sur-
rounding inner edge of object printing slices (such as

inner pollution-blocking printing slices 80, 82 shown in
Fig. 9A, 9B).
[0031] Please refer to both Fig. 7A and Fig. 7B, Fig.
7A shows a diagram of a sectional view of an outer pol-
lution-blocking printing slices, Fig. 7B shows a diagram
of a top view of the outer pollution-blocking printing slices,
for describing how the outer pollution-blocking printing
slices is added.
[0032] As shown in Fig. 7A, in this example, the multi-
color 3D object treated by the route slicing process can
be sliced into the plurality of object printing slices 30-38.
Besides, the boundary of the object printing slices 30
below exceeds the boundary of the object printing slices
32-38 above, when the coloring nozzle 102 performs
coloring to the object printing slices 32-38 above, ink may
spray to surface of the object printing slices 30 below to
pollute.
[0033] Accordingly, the present disclosure generates
and sets at least a set of pollution-blocking route data to
add outer pollution-blocking printing slices 40-42 to all or
part of outer edge of the object printing slices 32-38 above
(the example in Fig. 7A is adding the pollution-blocking
printing slices to the object printing slices 34, 38). In this
way, the added outer pollution-blocking printing slices
40-42 can block the ink spraying to the object printing
slices 30 below.
[0034] As shown in Fig. 7B, the added outer pollution-
blocking printing slices 40-42 does not collapse during
printing, because the present disclosure sets the pollu-
tion-blocking route data, to make outer pollution-blocking
printing slices 40 partly overlap the object printing slices
for the outer pollution-blocking printing slices 40 obtain-
ing enough support force preventing collapse by adher-
ing the object printing slices 34.
[0035] Besides, the added outer pollution-blocking
printing slices 40-42 does not collapse during printing,
because the present disclosure sets the pollution-block-
ing route data to make the outer pollution-blocking print-
ing slices 40 be sliced into the plurality of sub-pollution-
blocking printing slices (such as each block of the outer
pollution-blocking printing slices 40 shown in Fig. 7B) for
achieving uniform weight distribution. Besides, the
present disclosure sets the pollution-blocking route data
to set clearance between each two adjacent sub-pollu-
tion-blocking printing slices. In this way, the user can rap-
idly remove the plurality of sub-pollution-blocking printing
slices with the aid of clearance after printing.
[0036] Please refer to Fig. 8, Fig. 8 shows a diagram
of a printing route. In the aforementioned step S200, the
electronic device 2 can generate the object route data of
the object printing slices 34, the aforementioned object
route data is used for describing the printing route 50
from position 60 to position 62. Specifically, the modeling
nozzle 100 performs printing along the printing route 50
and then generates the entity model corresponding to
object printing slices 34 during printing.
[0037] Besides, the electronic device 2 in the afore-
mentioned step S204 can generate the pollution-blocking
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route data of the outer pollution-blocking printing slices
40, the aforementioned pollution-blocking route data is
used for describing the printing route 52 from position 62
to position 60. Specifically, the modeling nozzle 100 per-
forms printing along the printing route 52, and generates
the entity model corresponding to the outer pollution-
blocking printing slices 40 during printing.
[0038] Further, an end point of the printing route 50 is
a start point of the printing route 52 (position 62), in this
way, a moving distance of the modeling nozzle 100 is
reduced and a printing speed is increased.
[0039] In an exemplary embodiment, the printing route
52 overlaps the printing route 50 at an interval of at least
predetermined distance d1, to give enough support force
to the outer pollution-blocking printing slices 40 during
printing by adhering the object printing slices 34 several
times, a size of the predetermined distance d1 can be
set according to adhesion of the used supplies. Besides,
the widest spacing between the printing route 52 and the
printing route 50 is a predetermined spacing g1, the pre-
determined spacing g1 can be determined according to
print environment (such as direction and intensity of air-
flow, print aperture of the multi-color 3D printer 1 or ad-
hesion of the supplies).
[0040] In an exemplary embodiment, if the printing
route 52 overlaps the printing route 50, an approaching
point thereof and a returning point thereof do not overlap,
but are separated by a predetermined clearance g3. In
this way, the modeling nozzle 100 printing along printing
route 52 can generate the entity model of the outer pol-
lution-blocking printing slices 40 formed by the plurality
of sub-pollution-blocking printing slices. Besides, the pre-
determined clearance g3 is formed between each two
adjacent sub-pollution-blocking printing slices, such that
the user may rapidly remove the printed sub-pollution-
blocking printing slices after printing. Besides, the ap-
proaching point does not overlap the returning point, thus
both of two ends of each printed sub-pollution-blocking
printing slices may generate independent support beam
(that is, adjacent sub-pollution-blocking printing slices do
not share the same support beam), then the support force
obtained is larger.
[0041] Please also refer to Fig. 9A and Fig. 9B, Fig. 9A
shows a diagram of a sectional view of inner pollution-
blocking printing slices, Fig. 9B shows a diagram of a top
view of inner pollution-blocking printing slices, for de-
scribing how the inner pollution-blocking printing slices
are added.
[0042] As shown in Fig. 9A, in this example, the multi-
color 3D object has an open shell (that is, the inner space
and outer space of the multi-color 3D object are connect-
ed, and the inner space can be seen). The multi-color
3D object treated by the route slicing process can be
sliced into the plurality of object printing slices 70-78.
Besides, the boundary of the object printing slices 70
below exceeds the boundary of the object printing slices
72-78 above, when the coloring nozzle 102 performs
coloring to the object printing slices 72-78 above, ink may

spray to surface of the object printing slices 70 below to
pollute.
[0043] Accordingly, the present disclosure generates
and sets at least a set of pollution-blocking route data to
add inner pollution-blocking printing slices 80-82 to all or
part of outer edge of the object printing slices 72-78 above
(the example in Fig. 9A is adding the pollution-blocking
printing slices to the object printing slices 74, 78). In this
way, the added inner pollution-blocking printing slices
80-82 can block the ink spraying to the object printing
slices 70 below.
[0044] In an exemplary embodiment, the present dis-
closure also can determine if the inner pollution-blocking
printing slices are added according to the position of the
coloring area. As shown in Fig. 9B, the electronic device
2 can recognize the position and /or range of the coloring
area 84 of the object printing slices 78 according to same-
layer object image first, then determine, according to the
position and /or range of the recognized coloring area
84, if the inner pollution-blocking printing slices and po-
sition of the inner pollution-blocking printing slices are
added (as shown in Fig. 9B, the inner pollution-blocking
printing slices 82 are added to the position surrounding
the inner edge of the coloring area 84).
[0045] Besides, similar to the case of the added outer
pollution-blocking printing slices, the electronic device 2
also sets the pollution-blocking route data to make the
inner pollution-blocking printing slices 82 overlap the ob-
ject printing slices 84 to make the inner pollution-blocking
printing slices 82 obtain enough support force preventing
collapsing by adhering the object printing slices 84. The
electronic device 2 also can set the pollution-blocking
route data to slice the inner pollution-blocking printing
slices 82 into a plurality of sub-pollution-blocking printing
slices (as each block shown in the inner pollution-block-
ing printing slices 82 shown in Fig. 9B), and there is clear-
ance set between each two sub-pollution-blocking print-
ing slices. In this way, the user can rapidly remove the
plurality of sub-pollution-blocking printing slices by the
clearance after printing.
[0046] In an exemplary embodiment, each object route
data, each object image and each pollution-blocking
route data also respectively records a layer number, the
layer number is used to describe the layer number of the
printing slices corresponding to each object route data,
each object image and each pollution-blocking route da-
ta. For example, the layer number of the first layer cor-
responding to object route data/obj ect image /pollution-
blocking route data is "1", the layer number of the tenth
layer corresponding to object route data/object im-
age/pollution-blocking route data is "10", the layer
number of the 100th layer corresponding to object route
data/object image/pollution-blocking route data is "100",
and so on.
[0047] In an exemplary embodiment, a total number of
the object route data, a total number of the object images
and a total number of the printing slices are the same, a
total number of the pollution-blocking route data is not
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larger than that of the object route data.
[0048] Please refer to Fig. 3 again, step S14 is execut-
ed in the following: the multi-color 3D printer 1 performs
3D printing layer by layer to generate the multi-color 3D
entity model according to the 3D print data generated
from the slicing process.
[0049] In an exemplary embodiment, step S14 in-
cludes the following steps.
[0050] Step S206: the control module 110 of the multi-
color 3D printer 1 reads the first layer route, and controls
the modeling nozzle 100 to print the first layer of the object
printing slices according to the first layer route read.
[0051] In an exemplary embodiment, the control mod-
ule 110 controls the modeling nozzle 100 to print a layer
of the object printing slices along the printing route de-
scribed by the object route data, that is, the control mod-
eling nozzle 100 moves among the plurality of coordi-
nates included in the printing route when printing.
[0052] In an exemplary embodiment, the control mod-
ule 110 executes scrap back pumping when the object
printing slices are printed completely, to prevent the
scrap on the modeling nozzle 100 from adhering the print-
ed object printing slices and reducing the printing quality.
[0053] Step S208: the control module 110 determines
if the current printing slices need to be printed according
to the existence of same-layer pollution-blocking route
data after the object printing slices are printed.
[0054] If the control module 110 determines that the
current printing slices need to be printed, then step S210
is executed. Otherwise, the control module 110 executes
step S212.
[0055] Step S210: the control module 110 reads the
same-layer pollution-blocking route data, and prints pol-
lution-blocking printing slices on the edge of the printed
object printing slices according to the same-layer pollu-
tion-blocking route data. The printed pollution-blocking
printing slices surround and partly overlap the printed
object printing slices.
[0056] In an exemplary embodiment, the control mod-
ule 110 controls the modeling nozzle 100 to print a layer
of the pollution-blocking printing slices along the printing
route described by the pollution-blocking route data, that
is, the control modeling nozzle 100 moves among the
plurality of coordinates included by the printing route
when printing.
[0057] In an exemplary embodiment, the control mod-
ule 110 executes scrap back pumping when the pollution-
blocking printing slices are printed completely, to prevent
the scrap on the modeling nozzle 100 from adhering the
printed object printing slices and reducing the printing
quality.
[0058] Step S212: the control module 110 controls the
coloring nozzle 102 according to a same-layer (having a
same layer number) object image to perform coloring to
the first layer of the object printing slices printed, in this
way, a layer of the object printing slices is printed and
colored completely.
[0059] It needs to be noted that during the jet printing

the ink, spraying from the coloring nozzle 102 to a location
outside the intended area, is blocked by the pollution-
blocking jet printing layer printed in advance, thus the ink
will not spray to the object printing slices below, and will
not pollute the object printing slices below.
[0060] In an exemplary embodiment, each object route
data includes the plurality of coordinates, the same-layer
object image records the plurality of color levels respec-
tively corresponding to the plurality of coordinates. The
control module 110 controls the coloring nozzle 102 to
jet print ink points to positions of the corresponding co-
ordinates on the printed printing slices according to each
color level.
[0061] In an exemplary embodiment, the control mod-
ule 110 reads same-layer the object image at the same
layer of the object route data read in step S208, and de-
termines if the corresponding object printing slices need
coloring according to the read object image, and controls
the coloring nozzle 102 to perform coloring to the printed
object printing slices only when coloring is determined to
be needed.
[0062] Step S214: the multi-color 3D printer 1 deter-
mines if all object printing slices are all printed and color-
ed, that is, the multi-color 3D entity model has been totally
generated. The multi-color 3D printer 1 stops printing
when determining printing is completed, and executes
step S206 again to continue printing next layer of the
object printing slices when determining printing is not
completed.
[0063] The present disclosure can effectively avoid the
ink spraying to the printed object printing slices below
and avoid the resulted-in color-mixing, thus effectively
improving the printing quality.
[0064] Next, please refer to Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, Fig. 4
shows a partial flowchart of the method of slicing and
printing according to a second exemplary embodiment
of the present disclosure. Compared with the exemplary
embodiment shown in Fig. 3, the exemplary embodiment
shown in Fig. 4, step S204 of the method of slicing and
printing includes the following steps.
[0065] Step S30: the electronic device 2 starts reading
the object route data from the first layer.
[0066] Step S32: the electronic device 2 obtains an-
other object route data having the layer number lower
than that of the read object route data.
[0067] For example, if the electronic device 2 reads
the tenth layer object route data in step S30, then the
electronic device 2 obtains one or more layer object route
data having the layer number less than 10 in step S32
(for example, obtaining the ninth layer object route data
or the first layer to the ninth layer object route data).
[0068] In an exemplary embodiment, the difference be-
tween the layer number of each object route data ob-
tained by the electronic device 2 in step S32 and the layer
number of the read object route data in step S30 is not
larger than the predetermined checking layer number.
[0069] For the example with the checking layer number
being 5, when the electronic device 2 reads the tenth
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layer object route data, the fifth layer to the ninth layer
object route data is also obtained, when the electronic
device 2 reads the fifteenth layer object route data, the
tenth layer to the fourteenth layer object route data is
also obtained.
[0070] Step S34: the electronic device 2 determines if
the boundary of the obtained object route data in step
S32 exceeds the boundary of the read object route data
in step S30, that is, determining if the currently read object
printing slices can completely cover other object printing
slices below.
[0071] Further, if the object printing slices can com-
pletely cover other object printing slices below, then the
ink spraying to a location outside the intended area when
coloring will not pollute other object printing slices below,
vice versa.
[0072] If the electronic device 2 determines that the
boundary of any obtained object route data in step S32
exceeds that of the read object route data in step S30,
then step S36 is executed. Otherwise, step S38 is exe-
cuted.
[0073] Step S36: the electronic device 2 generates the
pollution-blocking route data of the pollution-blocking
printing slices and sets the pollution-blocking route data
to make the pollution-blocking printing slices surround
the coloring area of the same-layer object printing slices
and partly overlap the same-layer object printing slices.
[0074] Step 538: the electronic device 2 determines if
all object route data read. If the electronic device 2 de-
termines that all object route data has been read, then
step S14 is executed. Otherwise, the electronic device 2
executes step S30 again.
[0075] Next please refer to Fig. 3 and Fig. 5, Fig. 5
shows a partial flowchart of the method of slicing and
printing according to a third exemplary embodiment of
the present disclosure. Compared to the exemplary em-
bodiment shown in Fig. 3, step S204 of the method of
slicing and printing shown in Fig. 5 includes the following
steps.
[0076] Step S40: the electronic device 2 starts reading
the object route data from the first layer.
[0077] Step S42: the electronic device 2 determines if
the read object route data matches the predetermined
setting condition of the pollution-blocking printing slices.
[0078] In an exemplary embodiment, the electronic de-
vice 2 executes step S44 when the layer number of the
read object route data matches the layer number set or
multiples thereof (that is, the setting condition of the pol-
lution-blocking printing slices), to generate the pollution-
blocking route data.
[0079] For example, if the layer number set is 3 and
multiples of 3, then the electronic device 2 executes step
S44 when the layer number of the read object route data
is 3, 6, 9, 12..., to automatically generate the pollution-
blocking route data. If the layer number set is 5 and mul-
tiples of 5, then the electronic device 2 executes step
S44 when the layer number of the read object route data
is 5, 10, 15, 20..., to automatically generate the pollution-

blocking route data.
[0080] In an exemplary embodiment, the electronic de-
vice 2 reads the same-layer object image, and executes
step S44 when determining that the same-layer object
printing slices includes the coloring area (that is, the set-
ting condition of the pollution-blocking printing slices) ac-
cording to the object image, to automatically generate
the pollution-blocking route data.
[0081] If the electronic device 2 determines that the
predetermined condition requiring pollution-blocking is
matched, then step S44 is executed. Otherwise, the elec-
tronic device 2 executes step S48.
[0082] Step S44: the electronic device 2 generates a
copy of the object route data to be used as the pollution-
blocking route data.
[0083] Step S46: the electronic device 2 modifies the
pollution-blocking route data to make the pollution-block-
ing printing slices surround and partly overlap the object
printing slices.
[0084] In an exemplary embodiment, the electronic de-
vice 2 modifies the pollution-blocking route data to make
the pollution-blocking printing slices surround the same-
layer object printing slices according to the predeter-
mined spacing (as the predetermined spacing g1 shown
in Fig. 8).
[0085] For example, the electronic device 2 extends
the aforementioned predetermined spacing of the print-
ing route corresponding to the pollution-blocking route
data, when the outer pollution-blocking printing slices (as
shown in Fig. 7A, 7B) are to be added, to make the print-
ing route of the modified pollution-blocking route data
surround the printing route of the object route data. The
electronic device 2 shrinks the aforementioned predeter-
mined spacing of the printing route corresponding to the
pollution-blocking route data, when the inner pollution-
blocking printing slices (as shown in Fig. 9A, 9B) are to
be added, to make the printing route of the object route
data surround the printing route of the modified pollution-
blocking route data.
[0086] In an exemplary embodiment, the electronic de-
vice 2 modifies the pollution-blocking route data accord-
ing to the predetermined distance (such as the predeter-
mined distance d1 shown in Fig. 8), to make the corre-
sponding pollution-blocking printing slices overlap the
edge of the object printing slices at an interval of at least
predetermined distance. In this way, the printed pollution-
blocking printing slices can obtain enough support force
by adhering the surrounded object printing slices several
times.
[0087] In this way, the present disclosure can rapidly
generate the pollution-blocking route data.
[0088] Step S48: the electronic device 2 determines if
all the object route data has been read. If the electronic
device 2 determines all object route data has been read,
then step S14 is executed. Otherwise, the electronic de-
vice 2 executes step S40 again.
[0089] Then please refer to Fig. 3, Fig. 6, Fig. 8, Fig.
10A and Fig. 10B together, Fig. 6 shows a partial flow-
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chart of the method of slicing and printing according to a
fourth exemplary embodiment of the present disclosure,
Fig. 10A shows a diagram of a top view of extending
pollution-blocking printing slices according to an exem-
plary embodiment, Fig. 10B shows a diagram of a top
view of extending pollution-blocking printing slices ac-
cording to another exemplary embodiment. The exem-
plary embodiment extends the pollution-blocking range
to reduce the probability of polluting the object printing
slices below, by generating the pollution-blocking route
data (hereafter extending pollution-blocking route data)
of the second, third, ... extending pollution-blocking print-
ing slice (hereafter extending pollution-blocking printing
slices) in the same printing slice.
[0090] Compared to the exemplary embodiment
shown in Fig. 3, step S12 of the method of slicing and
printing of the exemplary embodiment shown in Fig. 6
includes step S50-S58. Besides, steps S50-S54 are the
same as or similar to steps S200-S204 shown in Fig. 3
respectively, detailed description is not repeated here.
[0091] Step S56: the electronic device 2 determines if
the pollution-blocking range needs to be extended. Spe-
cifically, the electronic device 2 determines if the number
of the currently generated same-layer extending pollu-
tion-blocking route data matches that set by the user in
advance (for example, two sets).
[0092] If the electronic device 2 determines the pollu-
tion-blocking range needs to be extended, then step S58
is executed. Otherwise, step S14 is executed.
[0093] Step S58: the electronic device 2 generates the
plurality of extending pollution-blocking route data of the
plurality of extending pollution-blocking printing slices,
and sets each of the extending pollution-blocking route
data to make each of the extending pollution-blocking
printing slices surround and partly overlap a previous set
of the same-layer pollution-blocking printing slices,
wherein each extending pollution-blocking route data al-
so respectively records the layer number.
[0094] For example, as shown in Fig. 10A, the elec-
tronic device 2 generates the pollution-blocking route da-
ta of the outer pollution-blocking printing slices 40, and
then further generates the extending pollution-blocking
route data of the extending pollution-blocking printing
slices 90, and sets the extending pollution-blocking route
data to make the extending pollution-blocking printing
slices 90 surround and partly overlap the outer pollution-
blocking printing slices 40. Because the extending pol-
lution-blocking printing slices 90 have overlapped the
outer edge of the outer pollution-blocking printing slices
40, even the extending pollution-blocking printing slices
90 do not adhere to the object printing slices 34, enough
support force still can be obtained by the outer pollution-
blocking printing slices 40.
[0095] In another example, as shown in Fig. 10B, the
extending pollution-blocking printing slices 92 generated
by the electronic device 2 surround and overlap the outer
edge of the outer pollution-blocking printing slices 40,
and further are sliced into the plurality of sub-pollution-

blocking printing slices (each block of the extending pol-
lution-blocking printing slices 92 shown in Fig. 10B), and
there is clearance set between each two adjacent sub-
pollution-blocking printing slices. In this way, the user
can rapidly remove the plurality of sub-pollution-blocking
printing slices by the clearance after printing.
[0096] Please also refer to Fig. 8; the extending pollu-
tion-blocking route data of the aforementioned extending
pollution-blocking printing slices 92 describes the printing
route 54 from position 64 to position 66. Specifically, dur-
ing printing, the modeling nozzle 100 performs printing
along the printing route 54, and then generates the entity
model corresponding to the extending pollution-blocking
printing slices 92.
[0097] In an exemplary embodiment, the printing route
54 overlaps the printing route 52 at an interval of at least
predetermined distance d2, to make the extending pol-
lution-blocking printing slices 92 obtain enough support
force by adhering the outer pollution-blocking printing
slices 40 several times during printing, the size of the
predetermined distance d2 can be set according to the
adhesion of the used supplies.
[0098] Besides, the largest spacing between the print-
ing route 54 and the printing route 52 is the predetermined
spacing g2; the predetermined spacing g2 is set accord-
ing to the print environment (such as the direction and
intensity of airflow, the aperture of printing, or adhesion
of the supplies of the multi-color 3D printer 1). Further,
the extending pollution-blocking printing slices 92 does
not directly adhere to the object printing slices 34, thus
the support force may be not enough, the aforementioned
predetermined spacing g2 is preferably smaller than the
predetermined spacing g1 accordingly, to increase the
support force by extending the adhesion area.
[0099] In an exemplary embodiment, the printing route
54 overlaps the printing route 52, the approaching point
does not overlap the returning point, there is a predeter-
mined clearance g4 therebetween (the predetermined
clearance g4 and the predetermined clearance g3 are
the same or different). In this way, the modeling nozzle
100 prints along printing route 54, and generates the en-
tity model of the extending pollution-blocking printing slic-
es 92 formed by the plurality of sub-pollution-blocking
printing slices. Besides, the predetermined clearance g4
is between each two adjacent sub-pollution-blocking
printing slices, for the user rapidly removing the printed
sub-pollution-blocking printing slices after printing. Be-
sides, the approaching point does not overlap the return-
ing point, both of two ends of each of the printed sub-
pollution-blocking printing slices generate independent
support beams, thus the support force obtained is
enough.
[0100] Then, the electronic device 2 executes step S56
again to further determine if the pollution-blocking range
needs to be extended.
[0101] In this way, the present disclosure can effec-
tively extend the pollution-blocking range, and the print-
ing fail can be effectively prevented.
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Claims

1. A method of slicing and printing multi-color 3D object,
the method comprising:

a) loading a 3D data of a multi-color 3D object
and reading coordinate information and a color
information of the multi-color 3D object;
b) executing a route slicing process according
to the coordinate information to generate a plu-
rality of object route data of a plurality of object
printing slices (30-38, 70-78), wherein each of
the object route data records a layer number;
c) executing an image slicing process according
to the color information to generate a plurality of
object images of the plurality of object printing
slices (30-38, 70-78), wherein each of the object
images records the layer number;
d) generating a plurality of pollution-blocking
route data of a plurality of pollution-blocking
printing slices (40-42, 80-82) according to the
plurality of object route data, and setting each
of the pollution-blocking route data to make each
of the pollution-blocking printing slices (40-42,
80-82) overlap an edge of the object printing
slice (30-38, 70-78) in a same layer, wherein
each of the pollution-blocking route data records
the layer number; and
e) controlling a modeling nozzle (100) of a multi-
color 3D printer (1) to print the plurality of object
printing slices (30-38, 70-78) layer by layer ac-
cording to the object route data, to print the pol-
lution-blocking printing slices (40-42, 80-82)
partially overlapping on the edge of the object
printing slices (30-38, 70-78) printed according
to the pollution-blocking route data in the same
layer when the object printing slices (30-38,
70-78) being printed completely, and controlling
a coloring nozzle (102) of the multi-color 3D
printer (1) to color the object printing slices
(30-38, 70-78) printed according to the object
image in the same layer when the pollution-
blocking printing slices (40-42, 80-82) being
printed completely.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein step d) comprises:

d1) reading each of the object route data layer
by layer;
d2) obtaining another object route data with a
layer number smaller than the object route data
read when reading the object route data; and
d3) generating and setting the pollution-blocking
route data in the same layer of the object route
data read when determining that a boundary of
the printing slices corresponding to the object
route data obtained exceeds a boundary of the
printing slices corresponding to the object route

data read.

3. The method of slicing and printing multi-color 3D ob-
ject of claim 2, wherein step d2) obtains the plurality
of object route data, a difference between the layer
number of each of the object route data obtained and
the layer number of the object route data read is not
larger than a checking layer number.

4. The method of slicing and printing multi-color 3D ob-
ject of any of the preceding claims, wherein step d)
comprises a step d4) generating and setting the pol-
lution-blocking route data in the same layer of and
the object route data matching when any layer
number of the object route data matching a setting
layer number.

5. The method of slicing and printing multi-color 3D ob-
ject of any of the preceding claims , wherein step d)
comprises:

d5) when determining that any one of the object
route data needs to generate the pollution-
blocking route data of the same layer generating
a copy of the object route data and the copy
being used as the pollution-blocking route data;
d6) modifying the pollution-blocking route data
to make the corresponding pollution-blocking
printing slices (40-42, 80-82) surround and par-
tially overlap the object printing slices (30-38,
70-78) of the same layer according to a prede-
termined spacing (g1); and
d7) modifying the pollution-blocking route data
to make the corresponding pollution-blocking
printing slices (40-42, 80-82) overlap the edge
of the object printing slices (30-38, 70-78) at an
interval of at least the predetermined distance
(d1) according to a predetermined distance (d1).

6. The method of slicing and printing multi-color 3D ob-
ject of any of the preceding claims , wherein step d)
is generating the pollution-blocking route data of the
same layer and setting the pollution-blocking route
data to make the pollution-blocking printing slices
(40-42) overlap an outer edge of the object printing
slices (30-38, 70-78) according to the object image
of the same layer when determining that any one of
the object printing slices (30-38, 70-78) needs to be
colored.

7. The method of slicing and printing multi-color 3D ob-
ject of any of the preceding claims , wherein step d)
is generating the pollution-blocking route data of the
same layer and setting the pollution-blocking route
data to make the pollution-blocking printing slices
(80-82) overlap an inner edge of the object printing
slices (30-38, 70-78) when determining that the mul-
ti-color 3D object is an open shell and determining
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that any one of the object printing slices (30-38,
70-78) needs to be colored according to the object
image of the same layer.

8. The method of slicing and printing multi-color 3D ob-
ject of any of the preceding claims , wherein the
method further comprises a step f) after step d) and
before step e), step f is generating a plurality of ex-
tending pollution-blocking route data of a plurality of
extending pollution-blocking printing slices (90-92),
and setting each of the extending pollution-blocking
route data to make each of the extending pollution-
blocking printing slices (90-92) surround and partial-
ly overlap the pollution-blocking printing slices
(40-42, 80-82) of the same layer, wherein each of
the extending pollution-blocking route data respec-
tively records the layer number.

9. The method of slicing and printing multi-color 3D ob-
ject of claim 8, wherein step f) is setting each of the
extending pollution-blocking route data to make
each of the extending pollution-blocking printing slic-
es (90-92) overlap the pollution-blocking printing
slices (40-42, 80-82) at an interval of at least a pre-
determined distance (d2).

10. The method of slicing and printing multi-color 3D ob-
ject of any of the preceding claims, wherein step e)
is executing a scrap back pumping, then printing
same-layer the pollution-blocking printing slices
(40-42, 80-82) when the object printing slices (30-38,
70-78) have been printed.
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